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JULY 2017 MINDSET CALL: 
NAVIGATING THE TERROR BARRIER 

Recording Transcript 

Greetings from Gold Coast Australia. It's early in the morning here right now. In 
fact, I've even forgotten what time of day it is. We keep changing time zones.  
As a little bit of inspiration here this morning - I've been doing some of our private 
client calls and I am sitting here with the sun rising over the ocean. We'll take 
some photos later so you can see them on Facebook. A glorious location and 
real proof and testimony for any of you who are wanting to travel more, 
experience more freedom and get out of the box that you might be currently in 
around how you can run your business that it is possible. For us as well - and I'm 
happy to answer questions on this at another time. It would be a great 
conversation for one of our ACCELERATE Business Intensives when we're 
hanging out together about how Robert and I integrate work, life and fun. I’m 
always happy to answer those questions.  

This has been quite a lot of vacation and visiting - but it's also making sure that 
the business is still running, that systems are in place and that we're still in that 
place of service so we can have an integrated business and lifestyle. We get our 
fun time off as well as serving our clients which is our big core mission. I share 
that with you because this particular trip we were really pushing the boundaries 
on what we thought was possible. I think we're in our fifth country now. We did 
Hong Kong, Cambodia, Malaysia, Bali and now we're in Australia a week and 
we're back in Phoenix next Tuesday. In total, it's about three and  
a half weeks. That's pushing the boundaries of what I'm often willing to do and 
not willing to do - but there were a lot of things we wanted to see. Can we push 
the boundaries and still keep everything together? The answer has been yes.  

I think it's a great segway into the Success Circle Call today which is all about 
navigating the terror barrier. I know that it's been coming up for a lot of you and it 
should be. What we call the terror barrier should be coming up because it comes 
up when we are pushing the boundaries on what we previously thought was 
possible for us. That's why I'm using this example of us traveling and running this 
business in a very different way. I'm going to be super honest and transparent 
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with you: I never, ever thought that this was possible for me. That almost makes 
me cry. It gives me goosebumps even sharing it, so I just want to be vulnerable 
and transparent around that. I would see people living  
and doing the kind of things that we're doing right now and I would think that it 
was for somebody else. I didn't think that it had my name written on it. I thought 
that for me my version had to be stuck in an office, sat by a desk and working 
really, really hard. I was certainly always validated growing up for working hard, 
being very sensible and being very responsible. Those are great qualities by the 
way but those can get in the way on the entrepreneurial journey. We don't always 
want to be quite so sensible on the entrepreneurial journey. I always  
used to think this was for somebody else. I really tapped into what it was that I 
wanted and I was able to own that: I wanted to do business in a different way and 
it was really important to me.  

My business is absolutely my passion. Anybody that knows me knows that it's 
what I talk about, I dream about. I journal about. I have my iPad with me on this 
trip and I've just been pouring out stuff that's all coming into the business. My 
nightstand is full of business books. My iPad is loaded with them. It's a passion 
for me – and even though it's a passion for me, I knew full-well I wanted lifestyle 
as well. It wasn't just the one thing. I wanted that semblance of what balance 
looks like for my life. That required me to dig deep and to own what was 
important to me and make those changes. Here's the thing: When we start to 
make those changes, we’ve got an image of what we thought was the vision for 
our lives. It might be chained to a desk and work would always happen in my 
office. That was my old way of seeing things: working a lot. I'd be lucky if I got a 
break or some time off. We start to change that image into, “I'm going to run a 
business from anywhere in the world and I'm going to grow it as well. It's not 
even just servicing it; it's running it and still growing it, building it and scaling it 
from anywhere in the world. When we have now these 2 ideas that come into 
being at the same time, this is the place that starts to bring up fear. It brings up 
our fears, our doubts, our anxieties and our worries. All of those questions 
around, “Can it really be for me?” A big part that brings up that terror barrier at a 
much deeper level is that it is requiring a much deeper identity shift. The same 
version of Vanessa that worked hard but was sensible and responsible and 
chained to a desk couldn't create this new version. I had to shift my identity. I had 
to shift the way I was thinking. I had to shift the way I was showing up. I had to 
shift the people I was hanging out with, the conversation that I was in, the 
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environment that I was in and the support structures. It’s like wearing one 
costume and then you have to flip that costume right back before you can put on 
something completely different and you’re going to show up in a completely 
different way.  

That changed there when we were really bringing out some big changes. We 
want those changes. This is the important piece: we start this idea. I'm just 
thinking with my own story for now to describe this very authentically. That vision 
of me changing the business at a big level - it was an idea to begin with. It was 
an idea and then I really started to look for evidence that it would be possible. 
How did I look for evidence that it be possible? I looked inside of myself. I looked 
for models in the environment. We looked for other examples: do I know 
somebody else that's doing that? That's often that process of change as you’re 
starting to think about. At that point, it's all staying very much at of rational level: 
looking at other people, it seems like a nice idea. It's just in that conscious mind 
and our conscious awareness. It's very rational.  

Where things start the shift is then when we start to get attached to that idea. 
Now our emotions get engaged with it. It's no longer a nice idea; now it's 
something that I really want. I’m really owning that is the way. I really want that 
for me and now I'm looking at the old way of doing things and it no longer feels 
acceptable. Now I've started to shift and change. I want something new. I’ve 
seen that there’s a new possibility out there. At this point, you don't even have a 
clue how you’re going to get there, right? The how-to is not necessarily 
happening but the important thing is you’ve engaged your deeper desire. 
Certainly, one of the most important things that I learned from one of my mentors 
that I worked with in the last few years is if that desire is there, the desire is there 
for a reason. We all have different visions and different desires, but that desire 
would not be given to you at a deeper level - like a compelling desire - if you 
didn't have the ability to be able to fulfill on it. That would just be sick. It would be 
torture. Why as human beings would we be given that ability to feel at that level if 
we couldn't also have the ability to fulfill those desires?  

Of course, that involves taking action. At the point where our emotions are 
engaged, this now is the place where the terror barrier is really going to come up. 
The point where we’ve been thinking about this logically and rationally, it typically 
isn't going to show up. It’s once that emotional engagement is there. Then we 
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start to go into that place of, “What if I don't get it? What if I have to feel 
disappointment? What if I say I want it and then I don't get it and then I've got to 
lose face? What are other people going to think?” So much comes down to what 
other people are going to think. We get so concerned at that level. That’s where 
the terror barrier can really show up and that's what I want to talk you through 
today. 

 
It’s the classic place of your former identity - and your identity is really tied up in 
who you think you are up until this point and who you've been taught that you 
are. My former identity was the one of the stay-at-home mom, the woman who 
didn't think this type of money and lifestyle was for people like us. My identity was 
tied up in, “I'm just going to work really hard. I'm going to be okay,” but it was 
never going to be anything fabulous or exciting. It was going to require me to be 
incredibly sensible and responsible and doing things by the book - but the book 
was not a book that I had written. It was a book written by somebody else: my 
parents and my family. A book that had an invisible rule list with it but I never saw 
it. Nobody ever handed it to me that book but it was listed. So, that was the old 
identity. In order to be really building a business, the truth is we’re talking about a 
very small percentage of the population of businesses that are going to be 
successful and profitable across the board. In order to be in that small 
percentage, it means a massive identity shift. It means changing fundamental 
beliefs, shifting our perspective on the world, shifting environments and 
everything. Really and truly, this clash of those two identities is where the terror 
barrier sits. You become emotionally engaged with that thing that you want and 
that thing that's important to you. I’ve given an example of something that's big 
and bold. It doesn't have to be that big but it does have to be something that feels 
really important for you. That's the key.  

Now you’ve got this clash happening. What we have to remember at this point in 
time is that your subconscious mind really has two major roles. That's it. Very 
simple. It's to keep you alive. It's an old part of the blank brain that's always 
tracking for danger and threats in the environment. This was particularly relevant 
if we go back I'm not even going to quote how many years ago - I always get 
these kinds of dates wrong. Robert’s the guy to ask on this. When we go back to 
the time of saber-tooth tigers and out on the prairie and hunting and gathering, 
there's a lot of threat in the environment. We've got this part of the brain that has 
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to be scanning for that saber-tooth tiger about to come and get you and eat you 
for lunch. Do you need to be running for your life? Climbing up the nearest tree to 
get yourself to safety? Do you need to be absolutely focused on that threat at 
hand so that all of your attention is focused on keeping yourself safe? This is our 
deep DNA. This is a safety mechanism. This is not something that you can 
change – and you wouldn’t want to change it. There are some very weird 
diseases, genetics and challenges that people have and they don’t have that part 
of functioning. They literally throw themselves off a cliff because they don't feel 
that danger and that threat - but for most of us, that's the way we survive. We 
need that. The subconscious mind has two roles: one to keep you alive and to 
keep you safe. It's constantly scanning for threats and danger in your 
environment. It will signal to you that threat and danger often long before you’ve 
seen it. It’s very sensory; it’s not emotional. It's not something that’s rational but 
it's designed in such a brilliant way that you get those senses and you can 
actually act on them.  

The second function of the subconscious mind is to prove you right. It's the 
programming that's gone into your subconscious mind at an earlier age - prior to 
the age of about seven when the subconscious mind was just an open fish bowl 
for any ideas, experiences, lessons and messages that you would have gotten 
from your environment. Namely, it's going to be from parents and caretakers and 
family at that age. All of those messages go into your subconscious mind before 
the age of seven and they are unquestioned. They go in as programming as if 
they are the truth. Just like you put a program into a computer: when x happens, 
you're going to do y. That's the program. This is the output. Your subconscious 
mind is the same. We unconsciously - at an age when we couldn't question 
things or we couldn't challenge the environment -take on certain messages and 
experiences as the truth. Now, the role of your subconscious mind is to scan your 
environment the whole time from now on to prove that created programming 
right. I hope this makes sense: it's two things. It keeps you safe and it proves 
your programming right. The program is in there and now the mind is always 
going to scan for evidence to say, “Yeah, that makes sense. That's right.”  

With this in mind, when we start to make these changes those two buried pieces 
are going to get triggered. It’s anything that we do that deviates from the norm 
that we've been operating under so far. It doesn't make any difference that what 
we're trying to do feels rationally better for us. That doesn't make any difference. 
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It's just the fact that we're bringing about change. Any change signals 
uncertainty. It signals that because whenever we’re doing something different, 
we don't have a pathway for it. We’ve got to experiment. We’re going to feel 
uncertain. We might feel vulnerable. We feel like there is risk of rejection. There 
is risk of people laughing at us. There's risk of it not working out. This is what this 
is all tied up in: taking risks and that whole area of risk-taking that we really don't 
know the outcome. Risk-taking is about taking action. We don't know the 
outcome and for a lot of us, that's really challenging. We want to control the 
outcome. We want to know what's going to happen. So, the minute you start to 
bring about those changes, your mind gets triggered. There's uncertainty and 
uncertainty triggers stress. Now, your mind goes into that place of scanning the 
environment to look for the threat. Something is happening. Something is 
happening that is threatening your safety and your security.  

At the same time as you start to make those changes, you're going to bang up -  
and sometimes this is happening unconsciously by the way and we don't notice it 
– you’re also bumping up against that programming that says this is black. Now 
all the sudden, you're trying to say it's white. It’s something else; it's no longer 
black. It's white. Now you have this internal argument going on at an unconscious 
level where you're trying to tell the programming that it's something else – and 
the program is saying, “No. It's always been this way.” You’ve got these major 
clashes going on and what that signals is major stress. That’s what the terror 
barrier is all about: it's as if the saber-tooth tiger were right in front of you and 
whether we imagine it or it's for real, it doesn't matter. The physiological changes 
are exactly the same.  

Frequently, the terror barrier is coming up not when we’re in the middle of 
something but when we're thinking about it. We might be in process. We might 
be taking action. We're planning something and it's not working -  and now all of 
the sudden, those internal challenges are coming up. Physiologically, it's going to 
show up in your body. This is where we start to feel it. I know that we say with all 
those fancy memes on Facebook, “Growth and empowerment begin outside of 
your comfort zone” or “Life begins on the edge of your comfort zone” but 
physiologically when the terror barrier strikes and you're in the middle of it, it is 
going to feel incredibly uncomfortable in your body. You will have your heart 
racing. You will have sweating palms. You will have gastric problems. For some 
people, that means they want to eat more because they are feeling so 
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uncomfortable. For other people, they can experience a loss of appetite. You 
might be having stomach cramps. It could be from constipation to running to the 
bathroom every couple of minutes. This is now your fight or flight response that's 
been triggered within your system. When you’ve got those physiological changes 
happening, it gears you up for action. That's really what it's all about: taking 
action to get yourselves to safety. We imagine that the saber-tooth tiger is really 
a threat. You've got to have your heart pumping because you've got to get the 
blood to key muscles in your body so you can run. That's what that’s designed to 
do. Part of your brain is going to shut down and focus on the problem at hand. 
The neocortex is focused on the threat at hand so that you are not worried about 
anything else. All you are worried about is the tiger. It needs all of your physical 
energy. It needs all of your cognitive, mental energy. It needs all of your 
emotional energy.  

Remember: the programming is there to keep you safe. The physiological 
manifestations of the terror barrier are absolutely real. People say it's all in the 
mind; that's complete BS. They really haven't experienced it because for some of 
us, when the fear is so great we can freeze. That happens. The threat can be 
right there. It’s another stress response that's called freezing where you're 
literally like a deer in the headlights and you can't move forward. We see the 
whites in people’s eyes and they’re completely frozen. It’s the physiological 
response. We need to be able to understand what's happening, what is going on 
and obviously have tools to overcome it.  

The physiological response is real. It’s identifying the part of you that feels under 
threat. There's a lot of uncertainty and changes at hand. The point of the terror 
barrier when it strikes: you’ve got to remember that the game that the 
subconscious mind is playing with us now is to get us back to safety. The goal is 
to keep you safe. Now that there's a threat to you, the goal has to be going back 
to safety. It's not going into danger - not that at all - because that could signal 
death. The saber tooth tiger. Where’s the place where I can get myself back to 
safety and back to comfort?  

This is what happens to most people when they are in the grip of fear and 
experiencing these physiological challenges. They could be extreme. Some of 
you are already experiencing it. You are waking up in the night and you're having 
palpitations. You can't sleep. People have shared stories that they've taken 
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themselves to the emergency room thinking they're having a heart attack. Yes, 
these are the extreme examples but it’s to show you physiologically what’s going 
on in our bodies. Most of us just aren’t used to dealing with that level of 
physiological change in our bodies so it’s very difficult for us to interpret it and 
think that it’s normal and think that it’s a part of the process. We then think, “Oh 
my gosh. There’s something terrible – something happening and something 
wrong with me.”  

The subconscious mind’s game is to get you to safety. When there are these 
physiological changes happening, the temptation is to remove the discomfort. It 
feels so horrible. It feels unpleasant. Nobody wakes up saying, “Yay! Bring it on. I 
want the terror barrier today! Put me straight in the middle of it!” This is not 
something that we wake up and ask for. It will not feel pleasant. It’s going to feel 
so uncomfortable. Now the subconscious mind wants to get you to stop, wants to 
get you back to safety and if you allow your subconscious mind to win and get 
you back to safety, you prove the program right. The subconscious mind has now 
fulfilled its role: it got you safe and it’s proving that previous programming right. 
You have to understand that because the temptation is so extreme, you will do 
anything to relieve that tension and that pressure and that discomfort and you 
actually go backwards.  

One of the things I want to talk with you about as well is give you what we call a 
change curve. I know Robert’s put together a couple of documents to support 
this. It’s important to understand this process of change to support the terror 
barrier so that you can really understand where you’re at. Honestly, any process 
of change looks like this. I know Robert’s shared a curve there and it comes from 
Kubler Ross – a classic change curve. This is what we used to use when we 
were doing executive coaching for executives taking on big, new roles and more 
responsibility in the organization. It’s not just us entrepreneurs that go through 
this; it can happen at any level. It happens with the CEO who’s wanted to get that 
position and then all of the sudden they’re in that place. For anybody going 
through change. 

It’s very similar to a grief curve – what we go through in a grieving process. It 
helps to rationally understand what’s going on so that you can see where you’re 
at any point in time. What we start to see with a classic change curve is 
something happens. Here they’re talking about a shock or a surprise or it can be 
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a decision – but there’s something that triggers the change curve. Let’s imagine 
signing up for the ACCELERATE Program. That’s a brilliant example of how to 
use the change curve because everybody can go through this at different stages. 
The decision happens: you come to an event. You make the decision. You’ve 
been shown what was possible. We’ve started to shift those beliefs and that 
mindset. You’ve started to see this could be possible and you make the decision 
and the commitment to sign up for the program that’s going to better your life and 
your business. That’s the goal. Initially, what you see with this change curve is 
oftentimes we get this initial high. The change curve goes up. Sometimes we call 
that elated optimism or uninformed optimism because what starts to happen 
there is, “Wow! I’ve signed up. I’ve made this decision. I’m now in this place of 
possibility and optimism,” and often our moral and our emotional state increases. 
There can be a lot of excitement in that phase. I know I’ve been there many 
times. I’ve often said to you – and I certainly share it from the stage – if you’re 
feeling excited and you’ve got fear coming up, you are in the perfect place and 
that is absolutely the truth. Sometimes it’s that optimism – we get this high – and 
then we enter the program.  

Perhaps we thought we were further ahead. Perhaps we thought we were doing 
great, we enter the program, we see a lot of people ahead of us or we thought 
we had all the fundamentals in place. We were like, “Okay. I’m ready to take it to 
the next level. I’m convinced I’ve got all of my building blocks” and now all of the 
sudden, you go into the online place where we’ve got all of our programs and 
modules and you go, “Oh my gosh. There’s so much in here. I thought I had my 
ideal clients,” or “I thought I had my offers.” “I thought I did this” and now all of the 
sudden you’re seeing the steps that need to be taken. There can be this, “Oh my 
gosh – Is this really the way I’ve got to move forward? I thought that it was going 
to be easier. I was all excited.” Now reality hits so you’ve gone from excitement 
to reality. Initially we may experience that as denial. We’re trying to protect 
ourselves and we don’t even want to look at that. “I’m going to see it differently. 
They may all be working hard and they may be doing this but I’m going to do it in 
a different way.” Perhaps we go into this denial place – or “Well, I’m going to 
make this really easy and simple on myself.” Whatever that looks like. Then, as 
we go into this change curve, we can no longer stay in that place of denial. There 
comes a point where we start to look at all of the changes that need to be made 
and it can feel really overwhelming. Frustration is probably one of the core 
emotions that you would feel at that point. It could be frustration that there’s more 
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to it than meets the eye. Frustration at yourself because you think you can 
assimilate information quicker. Frustration that the changes aren’t happening 
quickly enough. Frustration that you can’t get people on board with you. 
Whatever that might be – there’s that place of frustration and now we’re getting 
into these negative emotions. Overwhelm is typically right in there with that as 
well.  

When that carries on, what’s happening concurrently with that is you start to see 
that your belief about your abilities is being challenged. You are now feeling 
incompetent. Perhaps you came in feeling competent and now you’ve become 
aware of all of the things that you don’t know and you’re consciously feeling 
incompetent. You’re realizing that there are new skill sets to be built. This is 
where you can start to go, “I thought I was better than this. Now I’m feeling dumb. 
Now I’m feeling stupid.” All of the sudden, these things are lacking. When this 
carries on for a long time, it goes into extremes. You can experience depression 
and burn-out. That’s for the extremes – but if people really don’t feel like they can 
get through this change curve, that’s where they could end up: very low energy. 
Everything feels overwhelming. You can feel like you’ve been in a black hole. It 
really does feel like that. When you’re in that black hole, it can be challenging to 
see your way out. At this point, when we start to see anything on that downward 
curve it’s just not going to feel that pleasant. I don’t mean to say that it’s 100% of 
the time like that, but it’s just not a good place. The risk there on that downhill 
slope is that you want to go back. You want to go backwards to what you 
previously knew where you previously felt more emotionally engaged, where you 
felt happier, where you felt more confident. Competent, as well. You want to go 
back, right? Now we’re in that middle of the terror barrier with different levels of 
extremity that we might be experiencing. We want to go backwards and frankly, 
most people do. This is where most people stop. They don’t get this far. This is a 
place for blame, for projection, for blaming other people, blaming a system, 
blaming a program, blaming people around you. Not being empowered. It’s right 
there. We start to feel so uncomfortable that the way to disperse that discomfort 
is “Let me blame something else. Let me blame the planning. Let me blame the 
timing. Let me blame something outside of myself” and that blaming gets us off 
the hook to go backwards. Everything is about going to safety.  

This is the good news: You can navigate forwards and be with that discomfort, 
get the right support and allow yourself to be in active experimentation. That’s 
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really what’s required here. You won’t have the false skill set at hand. You will 
have to experiment with new things and be uncomfortable. As you start to 
experiment, you start to build that competence. You start the glimmers of hope. I 
call them “breadcrumbs”: the tiny little breadcrumbs that something’s working. 
“Wow. This new way actually could be possible.” As we start to experiment – this 
is why we say “progress over perfection” – we start to feel better. We’re taking 
control again. We start to make decisions that are moving forwards. We’re going 
forwards; we’re not going backwards. We’re closing those doors behind us. We 
are moving to that vision that we want.  

Then we start to see that the last part of the change curve is integration. That 
particular phase that we were in - we’ve started to integrate those changes. 
We’re moving forwards. If you notice on the change curve, that phase of 
integration should look higher than when we first started out because basically 
this is growth. When you look back you can see, “Wow! I really have advanced. I 
have grown as a person. I can feel it – I’ve really improved things. I’ve increased 
my skillset. I’ve increased my confidence. I feel more empowered. I feel bolder.” 

When we don’t go through that change curve, we are just keeping ourselves the 
same because we keep going backwards. I hope that makes sense to you. It’s a 
very important change curve that we have to learn to navigate. It’s challenging to 
explain this and to put it into worksheets for you because it’s a highly emotional 
state. I want to give you some tools and some stages so that you can really 
understand what’s going on. One of the things for you first and foremost is to 
really understand what happens to you when you are in the terror barrier. One 
worksheet that I’ve put together there is looking at your thoughts, your emotions, 
your physiology, your environment and your relationships – and what are the gifts 
there for you? For any of you, when you are going through the terror barrier – I 
mean honestly, you could just be feeling some real anxiety, some stress right 
now. It might not be full-on, white-eyed fear and panic where you have to 
completely stop in your steps. If you’re even feeling fear and that anxiety at a 
lesser level, I’d really recommend that you go through this because it’s easier to 
do when you’re not in the full grip of the terror barrier. You want to be able to 
track: What are your thoughts? What are you thinking about? Remember what I 
said: When you’re in fear, when the saber-toothed tiger is in front of you, your 
thoughts are on the threat at hand. You want to be able to tune in to your thought 
process. Start to listen in. We have 60,000 a day minimum. Most of them are 
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highly repetitive. They’re happening unconsciously so we are largely unaware of 
what we’re thinking. If we can start to change our thought process and start to 
put our focus somewhere else, it’s going to help. Even tuning in to your thoughts 
and becoming aware that your thoughts are largely negative. You’re going to be 
looking at doom and gloom. You’re going to be looking at failure. You’re going to 
be looking at losing face. If you’re in fear, I can promise you your thoughts are 
not largely favorable ones. You might be trying to rationalize but your 
predominant thoughts are going to be quite negative.  

You want to start to look at your emotional state as well: What are you feeling 
emotionally? Are you frustrated? Are you completely overwhelmed? Are you 
really in fear? Are you sad? Are you feeling low and bluesy? It starts to give you 
some indication of where you’re at on the change curve if you start to 
understand: What am I experiencing at an emotional level right now?  

Really important is being able to capture physiologically what’s happening to you 
in the body. The reason for that is the quickest way to bring about change and to 
navigate something like the terror barrier is through the body. If you’ve tried 
positive mantras and shifting beliefs by yourself, it’s missing out on so many 
other massive parts of this equation. You’ll see that it’s really limited. The reason 
we give you a complete system here is some people are more aware of their 
thoughts. Some people can go straight to emotion. Some people can go straight 
to their body. This is giving you options – but the quickest way to stop that stress 
response is through the body. I’m going to share with you how you can do that.  

Physiologically, what are you experiencing? Where are you feeling it most in your 
body? Write that down for you - because to have the awareness when it’s 
happening is one thing. Then once you start to experience it again (because you 
won’t go through this just once) you’re going to have a new toolkit at your 
disposal and you’re going to recognize the signs. For me, I see it like an early 
warning system. I start to get these feelings in my body and I can start to 
strategize and put things in place. Had I not gone through these steps to work out 
what this looks like and feels like for me, each time it could be a surprise.  

Really important is the environment. Your environment around you. I really do 
mean everything that you’re touching and seeing around you on a daily basis. 
Your environment is going to be feeding back to you evidence that you’re under 
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threat and that the programming is right because you’re in the terror barrier. I 
give an example of a client here – Sabine – and I shared this publicly because 
she’s allowed me to. She came to me in the terror barrier a good few years ago 
by now. One of the things that will bring the terror barrier rapidly to the surface for 
you is going to be money and money struggles. It’s absolutely guaranteed and 
it’s the piece where we feel very vulnerable, very emotional, and there’s a whole 
lot of other pieces that go into that I won’t share. Monday is one thing that can 
really bring up the terror barrier big time which is one of the reasons why we want 
to focus on it a lot in this program. Sabine came to me. Basically, things weren’t 
working out. Things weren’t happening quickly enough. Her husband’s job was at 
threat and she wanted out. She wanted to go back on a commitment that she 
had made. That was what that conversation was about; she was in major fear 
and she brought things from her environment to support the story. In this case, it 
was numbers and bank balances and all the rest of it. Stacking up the evidence 
that was all in the environment to say, “This isn’t going to work. This isn’t 
working. I’ve got all of the evidence right here to prove that I’m right that it’s not 
working.” Of course, I knew that she was in the grips of the terror barrier. I was 
able to talk her through this and the good news is once she could really see what 
was happening, she kept navigating through it. Her feet were held to the fire and 
there were some specific action steps that she had to take, but on the back of her 
particular terror barrier (which was the biggest time she’d experienced it in her 
life) she did $84,000 in sales and that was in a two-week period when previously 
money was the thing that was bringing this up big time for her. Environment: Just 
be aware what’s in the environment to support you.  

Look at your social relationships and what people are saying. How are they 
supporting you to go back to safety? Because this is the other piece of the terror 
barrier that I’m always amazed at: people in your environment will support you to 
go back to safety. They will challenge what you’re up to. If you tell them what you 
were going to do, they would tell you that you were insane. They would be talking 
you out of it. They would be encouraging you to go backwards - whatever that 
backwards and back to safety looks like for you - because your former version of 
yourself has set up your environment to support you and your physical 
environment as well as the people in it. It’s to support that current identity. You 
need to be aware that those people are there to support the old version of you.  
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Lastly, you want to start to look at what the gifts are. What might be the gifts that 
are here for you? Because the gift of the terror barrier – the huge, amazing, 
mind-blowing gift of the terror barrier that so few people will ever get to 
experience - is empowerment. True empowerment. When you’ve gone through 
this – you can go through it again and again and again – you will be equipped. 
You will be empowered. You will be able to grow so much quicker. The things 
that scared you no longer do. Empowerment and freedom is on the other side of 
your terror barrier. That’s why most people never get to that place; they’re not 
willing to navigate it. Look at what gifts are there for you. There’s always going to 
be gifts of learning, of breaking through that next level, of pushing through a 
current boundary on what you thought was possible for you and just extending it 
or pushing that boundary even further. Start to look at what the gifts are however 
small they might be looking when you’re in the middle of this.  

The terror barrier is all about the past. It’s all about getting back safety - that path 
that you want to move away from. To navigate through the terror barrier, we’ve 
got to switch our attention to what we want. It’s the vision of what we want. Now 
the question becomes do you want to focus on fear and what you don’t want and 
just going back to safety or do you want to focus and put your faith in the vision 
and your desire of what you want to create – the future that you want to build? 
This is where you want to be able to capture it. Write down your vision. Remind 
yourself of what you’re working towards. Don’t go at this point for the big, lofty 
change or the world vision. You go for what is important to you in the next short 
term. Go short-term because at this point in time, short-term is the piece that will 
carry you through. I’ve often said you’ll be willing to give up your massive vision 
when you’re in the middle of a terror barrier. You won’t care about it anymore. 
Stick with that shorter-term piece that is really important to you.  

What are your thoughts when you focus on that vision for yourself? Where do 
your thought processes go to now? How do you feel when you imagine yourself 
in that vision? Right now, how do you feel? I can promise you it’s going to be a 
lot more positive. It’s going to have a lot more peace attached to it. It’s going to 
have a happiness. It’s going to have amazement and awe and wonder and all of 
these great positive emotions. Also, you want to think about the environment: 
What’s the environment that you need to support you to carry through on that 
vision? Think about changes to your current environment that would support you 
because you can start to make them now. Oftentimes, I know that when I’m tin 
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the middle when my terror barrier shows up, I get very overwhelmed. I’ll get very 
scattered and I typically have messes in my environment. It’s the way I 
unconsciously create it. The mess in my environment creates more overwhelm. 
One of the things I often do - and I operate like this most but not all of the time - 
is I need a clean environment. I need a clean desk. I need things put away and 
filed. Beautiful flowers on my desk. That’s my immediate environment because 
it’s supporting the new identity and the new version of me that I’m moving 
towards or whatever else that might be.  

Look at support: The support must be from people who will hold you accountable 
– hold your feet to the fire – for that vision that you’ve said that you want. It’s not 
the people here that are going to say, “Oh my gosh! Why do you need this? 
Everything is okay. Come on, come out and play with us instead. You don’t need 
to be working on this.” It’s those people that really support you to be the best 
version of you and that will not back down. These are very few and far between. 
You’re going to find them in our communities. I hope you’ve got somebody like 
that in your life as well but if not, you’ve got to lean in the community and you’ve 
got to really get that support to help you. People that just see you as bigger and 
greater than you are seeing yourself at that moment in time because those 
people that want you to go back to safety, they’re doing you such a disservice. 
They are basically seeing you as less than your potential. That’s really what 
they’re doing; they’re telling you subconsciously that you’re not capable of it and 
they don’t see you going to that level. It’s all happening subconsciously but we’ve 
got to have people that really support us.  

We want to be looking evidence – I call it breadcrumbs – the evidence that the 
new change is possible however small it might be. It might be that you’ve had 
one sign-up for a program or people have said they were interested in something 
new that you’re doing. One of my first pieces of evidence that this new model 
could work was being able to take a day off. That was evidence because 
everything didn’t fall apart. It’s putting those breadcrumbs together. We want to 
be able to piece those pieces together. Then, the decision is: Do I want to give in 
to my fears or do I want to courageously step into my power and move towards 
that vision and take steps towards that vision? When I go through that process, 
at that point no matter how scared I’m feeling the pain of going back feels 
stronger than the vison that I want. We need to build that muscle of working 
through that process.  
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Other ways to help you through this: Physiologically – it’s not the easiest way but 
it’s the quickest way to bring balance into your inner system. That’s really what’s 
happening when we’re under the stress response: our system is so triggered it’s 
completely out of balance and in a state of what we call incoherence. The system 
is just not working well together. Physiologically is the best way to start to make 
an intervention and that can look like lots of different things. It won’t always be 
the same physiological intervention every time the terror barrier hits. Sometimes 
you might feel such a rush of energy that happens initially with that terror barrier 
and the fear that’s coming up because you’re basically in a high state of arousal. 
You might feel that you need to get that energy up. Physical exercise. Walking. 
Punching a pillow or punching bag. Something that’s got some high energy 
intensity can really help to take that initial energy off when you’re feeling like 
you’ve got to discharge some and bring yourself to a calmer place. Breathing - 
deep breathing - is always a way to bring back that balance into the system. 
Does it mean that you get yourself perfectly peaceful and calm? No. Does it 
mean you can take the edge off so you can think more calmly and rationally? 
Yes. Going through your centering practice. This is a perfect time – and multiple 
times a day – taking the time to really center. Taking the time to speak your 
declaration out loud again so that you recreate with it because your declaration is 
a part of that overall vision that you want to create.  

For some of you it can be prayer, contemplation, meditation. One of the things I 
used to do when I was living in France: We had a gardener for a very English 
style garden. That was in the earlier days of growing my business and fear was 
coming a lot. I had a rose garden there and I literally used to walk outside and 
deadhead the roses and make them look all pretty again - but it was 
contemplation. That’s really what that was about. I could just bring myself present 
because that enabled me to breathe more deeply and shift my focus onto 
something else so that I could come back to the task at hand. Breathing is 
always the way that you can start to slow down that terror barrier and literally 
take a step back so you can assess what’s happening and then make your 
decision. Now, for me there is only one decision to be made and I’m going to be 
completely straight up on this one: The decision is always forward. It’s not to go 
into some rational place and go backwards: “I’m just going to do this and I’m 
going to do that…” Remember that the goal of the subconscious mind is safety 
because the minute you stop and you allow fear to take over, the next time it 
happens you’ll stop yourself even sooner. You will never break through. That’s 
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why so few people bring about change. When you’re taking a step back and 
giving yourself a pause to re-assess, it’s honestly so that you are empowering 
yourself from a calm, centered place to move forward. That for me is how you 
navigate the terror barrier and how you find true empowerment – not fake like 
when we say little mantras and fancy things and we really don’t mean it. True 
empowerment and freedom sits right on the other side of the terror barrier.  

A lot of ground covered but for a very, very important subject. What was valuable 
for you in hearing this today?  

 

 


